Call for Papers for the *Review of Radical Political Economics* Special Issue

**Title**
Gender and Radical Political Economics: On the 50th Anniversary of the URPE Women’s Caucus

**Collective Members**
Jennifer Cohen, Marlene Kim*, Catherine P. Mulder*, Sirisha Naidu, Shaianne Osterreich*, Paddy Quick*
[*RRPE Editorial Board Member]

**Call for papers**
Deadline for Submission: July 1, 2020

2021 will be the 50th anniversary of the formation of the Union for Radical Political Economics Women’s Caucus. Since 1972, the *Review of Radical Political Economics* has published six special issues that directly address women or gender and radical political economics. As Mutari suggests in the last special issue, these volumes have had three main purposes: to document the diversity of women’s experiences, to use these experiences as tools for critique of the mainstream, and to showcase the development of alternative feminist analytical concepts. At this juncture it is as important as it has ever been to center gendered power relations in our scholarship about capitalism and to address these goals once again. With this new special issue, we are seeking articles that contribute to these goals and that provide feminist empirical analysis or theoretical advances in intersectionality and stratification in ways that are globally relevant and inclusive.

The following list presents a set of topics that could be included in the special issue, but we welcome all contributions that are relevant to gender and radical political economics.

**Proposed Topics:**
Intersectionality and radical political economics
The relationship between class and gender
History of gender-based movements within class societies
Heteronormativity, transgender/non-binary identity, or sexual orientation and capitalism
Stratification (by race, ethnicity, religion et alia) within gender and class
The role of the Women’s Caucus in URPE
The role of women or gender in economic development: countering the rule of global capital
Gender and imperialism
Gender and ecological movements
Accounting for non-market production
Gender and financialization
Gendered budgeting
Occupational and wage differentials
The role of the state in the production of labor power
The contribution of social movements and intersectionality to radical political economics
Envisioning the organization of production in a future non-class society

Please submit your manuscript to https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/rrpe. When asked what “type” of manuscript you are submitting, please check the box that says, “Gender and Radical Political Economics.”

For questions, or if you are planning to submit a paper for the special issue, please contact Shaianne Osterreich as soon as possible, sosteerreich@ithaca.edu

All submissions undergo *RRPE*’s regular peer review procedures and must not be under review with any other publication. Submissions must conform to the Instructions to Contributors listed in each issue of the *RRPE*, on the *RRPE* section of the URPE website, or available from the Managing Editor, editor.rrpe@urpe.org
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